All-in-One Business
Accounting Software
VisionCore is the first .NET Accounting and ERP software that is Connected, Customizable
and Scalable. This software is a powerful, yet simple to use accounting and ERP solution.
You will find much time has been spent in making the interface appealing and easy to
understand yet still provides all the power your organization needs to run your business.
This will save you a lot of time and money when implementing the software. View the
screen shots or videos to learn more about VisionCore.
VisionCore software has all of the functions you need like order entry, AR, AP, purchasing,
general ledger, inventory manager, manufacturing, reporting, payroll, POS, job costing, CRM
and banking, but it also has features that will be crucial as you grow. It even allows you to
integrate with other programs like your shopping cart, salesforce.com, Payment Processing,
ShipRush, AbleCommerce and almost any other application locally or over the web.

Customizable Software
without Limitations
One of the most daunting prospects for most businesses is
the idea of customizing their accounting and ERP application.
Everyone has heard horror stories of the astronomical amount of
effort required to maintain a custom system and the panic that
ensues when a vendor ceases supporting a custom application.
VisionCore accounting software solutions allows you to easily
create a customized version for your business.
VisionCore is architected to allow you to create customized forms
based on the standard forms that can “inherit” the qualities of
the standard forms rather than overwriting them. This means that
when a new update of VisionCore accounting software is released,
you can simply install it on your system normally and your custom
form will be unaltered.
This breakthrough means that you won’t have to do a major
implementation every time you receive an update or bug fix
for your software and you can feel free to make VisionCore an
application uniquely suited to your business without eliminating
your ability to upgrade.

Connect with Coworkers, Clients,
Trading Partners and Vendors
One of the biggest trends of the past decade has been globalization. Even small
businesses now have employees telecommuting and many businesses have established
offices all over the globe. This can be a challenge when trying to share information
because of the significant costs associated with creating electronic ties between two or
more locations. VisionCore can solve this solution by allowing you to share information
in the accounting software through the internet.
The .NET framework handles these challenges easily by allowing you to use the regular
internet to connect to your data from any location. The data is protected by the security
of SQL Server as well as the built-in security of VisionCore, but it is accessible to your
users by simply typing in the server location (IP address) and name. You can then
login normally. There is no new software to install and you have full access to all the
functions of the software without the limitations of a browser-based application that is
completely Web-based.

Simple Licensing Options
It can be extremely frustrating to evaluate software that is priced by the “module” or even
“granule” and try to understand what you are actually getting. It’s similar to walking into a model
home that is in your price range and falling in love with it, only to find out later that most of what
you’ve seen in the model isn’t included.
When you view the demo of VisionCore’s accounting software, you will be seeing exactly what
you will receive. We don’t create confusing pricing structures because we know that it can be
overwhelming and difficult to comparison shop. Also, we know that your business can change
and we want you to have all of the available functionality at your fingertips so that if your needs
grow, your accounting software will be prepared to accommodate them.

All-in-One Business Solution
VisionCore tightly integrates all its modules eliminating the need for your business to purchase
multiple applications. This integration gives you a very consistent look and feel and cuts the
learning time down considerably.
Not only does VisionCore include all the major modules you would need to run your business, it
can also be integrated with most external applications and be customized any way you want.

User Interface
One of the major advantage of using VisionCore is the incredible user interface designed around our
powerful ERP application. Tens of thousands of hours have gone into creating the best user interface on
the market. This is a great benefit to our customers as they have a much easier time learning VisionCore
and it reduces implementation and training.
With our users in mind, Comtech has implemented the ability to change and save the layout of grids,
columns of information and filtering and searching options. This will allow users to optimize their time
which will increase productivity.

Another user specific feature is the ability to change desktop graphics and themes.
Graphics and the visual display of information can make a user feel comfortable and
content as they work.

Greatly reduce implementation times
VisionCore is so easy to install, update and learn that it will save you time, money,
training and setup. Many of our customers said it took them half the amount of time to
implement than their previous solution.

Customizable to fit any Business
VisionCore can be customized to fit any of your business needs. Whether you have a
team on staff to handle making custom changes, or hiring our development team, we
provide the tools and knowledge you need to make VisionCore work for your business.
The VisionCore SDK contains details of forms, controls, tables, fields, functions, stored
procedures, namespaces and class modules with descriptions and examples. It will
allow you to integrate any other Visual Studio application with VisionCore. You will
be able to customize VisionCore and even add new functionality using the SDK. The
advantage of doing customization work with the SDK is that the changes made will be
separate from the core application which makes debugging the code much easier. With
this approach you will be able to take advantage of all future updates to VisionCore and
it will not affect your customization work.

Latest Technology
The .NET framework allows us to customize and add features faster than most other
solutions. It also guarantees that you will be in the most up to date technology.

Innovation
We are constantly innovating and enhancing VisionCore based on customer
feedback. If our customer has a suggestion, we listen and often implement that
suggestion in months rather than years like our competitors.

Works for many types of Industries
VisionCore works for many industries right out of the box. Several of the industries
VisionCore works best for, include the following:

▪ Wholesale
▪ Manufacturing
▪ Distribution
▪ Automotive
▪ Medical

▪ Nonprofit
▪ Contractors
▪ Professional Services
▪ Retailers
▪ Hospitality

Prompt round the clock Support
We pride ourselves on customer satisfaction and support is a big part
of that. We provide prompt and friendly support 24 hours a day, 5 days
a week. Our dedicated and hardworking product experts work around
the clock to deliver the best solutions on the market.
Comtech’s support turnaround times are some of the best in the
industry, so you get the answers to your questions when you need
them. This is our way of saying you deserve nothing less than proactive
strategic assistance, mission-critical services and collaborative support
solutions when you need it.

Technology
VisionCore was written using the latest versions of Microsoft Visual Studio and Microsoft SQL
Server. It’s the first application to efficiently utilize the strengths of these tools.
VisionCore is also compatible with SQL Server Express Editions for smaller companies that don’t
require or can’t yet afford the full suite of SQL Server features.
Newer versions of VisionCore are starting to use Windows Communication Foundation (WCF),
Entity Framework 4 (EF), WCF RIA Services along with Silverlight 4.0 and the .NET Framework 4.0.

Technical Features
Component-based architecture makes programming more efficient in the software. Many
changes can be made universally by changing a single section of source code. Additionally,
a strict set of coding “best practices” has been adhered to throughout the development of
VisionCore so coding styles are consistent and organized. The organization of functions
within the code makes them easy for us to build on.

Scalability and N-Tier Architecture
VisionCore has a lot more power “under the hood” than you can see on the surface. The
n-Tier Architecture means that you can split the computing workload between more that 2
layers of computers (i.e. Client/Server). This reduces the workload on the server, meaning
faster performance and more flexibility in configuring your network.
VisionCore also has the advantage of running on the most popular and robust database
platform available: SQL Server. This means your data capacity is only limited by your hard
drive space. SQL Server keeps your data secure and organized so that VisionCore and any
other application tied into your database will operate smoothly and without bottlenecks.
SQL Server also includes many new database management tools that will make day-to-day
maintenance of your server easier and more automated. The security is also improved so
your data will be safer than ever before.

Web Services
Many people have been able to eliminate tedious activities like mailing, faxing and data entry
on a daily basis by utilizing Web services to receive PO’s, send Orders, share information
with customers and provide human resources tools. Excitement is growing as managers
see the significant labor savings they can realize through the use of Web services. The
power of these tools will continue to grow as people use more and more devices like PDA’s,
cell phones and media devices become part of the average businessperson’s daily life.
If you’ve ever sent an Instant Message or seen a live online demo,
you’ve already experienced a small taste of what Web services can do
for you. These collaborative tools are just the tip of the iceberg of how
Web services can make your business easier to run.

Customization Services
The VisionCore Software Developer Kit (SDK) makes it easy for you to customize the forms in
VisionCore without source code and stay current with our latest releases. You can create new forms
using Visual Studio. Using our SDK you will be able to keep all your customizations in projects separate
from VisionCore making upgrading easy.
Visual Studio allows precise customization to VisionCore as if you had the source code without the
need to spend countless hours understanding the source code.

SDK
The VisionCore Software Developer Kit (SDK) makes it easy for you to customize the forms in
VisionCore without source code and stay current with our latest releases. You can create new forms
using Visual Studio. Using our SDK you will be able to keep all your customizations in projects separate
from VisionCore making upgrading easy. Visual Studio allows precise customization to VisionCore as if
you had the source code without the need to spend countless hours understanding the source code.
For example, you could customize the Invoice form by adding new fields, controls or buttons. You
could also remove fields your company does not use or move existing fields on any form. You can even
override any code or properties used on any form. All of this can be done without source code. Your
customized forms and code will run on top of the VisionCore code so you can take advantage of all
new updates we release.
The SDK will contain details, descriptions and examples. It will allow you to integrate any other .NET
application with VisionCore. You will be able to customize VisionCore and even add new functionality
using the SDK. All customization work we do or anyone else does can be done using the SDK. This will
keep all customizations separate from the core application making debugging the code much easier.
With this approach you will be able to take advantage of all future updates to VisionCore and it will not
affect your customization work.
VisionCore ships with a powerful Data Dictionary that can be used to add new fields and tables to a
VisionCore company data file. We use this Data Dictionary internally when we need to add new fields or
tables to VisionCore so you can be assured its flexible and reliable.

VisionCore Components can also be integrated into ASP.
NET applications with very little effort. Using ASP.NET and
our own BRL Core tied directly into VisionCore, we wrote a
feature rich Support Center called BizCore Central (included

VisionCore includes a revolutionary BRL Core which eliminates repetitive tasks. It makes it extremely
easy to connect a custom new form to VisionCore. This takes all the complexity out of writing and
debugging this code yourself. Now you can add a new table or field using the Data Dictionary and use
the BRL Core from any form to and add, edit, delete, save and navigate the data with only a few lines of
code. This uses an n-Tier architecture with a disconnected data model and allows you to update your
data over the Internet if you want. Not only is the combination of our Data Dictionary and BRL Core
extremely powerful it’s also so easy to use a beginner in .NET could do it.

with VisionCore). This is the same support center a customer
would use to log in to download updates, post on our forums
and view knowledgebase articles.

Source Code
If you need to make complex customization changes you can
contact Comtech Solutions about licensing source code.

